Your Wedding is in Your Hands! (And Your Choice)
By Brian Kelm

All the time, research, ideas, and
financial investment for your wedding
comes down to one thing – OUTCOME.
Everything you do and have done for
your wedding has a purpose and intention, whether realized or not, and is all
based on your decisions and choices. The
success of your wedding is within you to
create! The planning process should be
individual, fun, and personal to you as
a couple, not as a number or date on the
calendar!
How you choose to use the planning
process is entirely up to you, the team of
professionals you trust to represent you,
and the plans created to make your wedding vision a reality! The months,
and possibly years, to create
your wedding is a huge commitment for several people,
allowing you the opportunity
to make the experience one of
the best ever!
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Here are three simple ways to take
ownership of your wedding outcome:
1.

2.

3.

Who you reserve to represent
you – The team of professionals
you choose are crucial to creating
a wedding you never knew was
available! No professional is more
important than another. Each has a
specific role and responsibility to
deliver!
Communication is NOT an option
– It’s a must have among all your
honored guests – parents, grandparents, personal assistants, ushers,
and attendants! A majority of your
wedding outcome can be contributed to constant communication
regarding details, specifics, and
times, so never underestimate the
power of having all your honored
guests on the same page. Keep them
in the loop with everything they
need to know to create an amazing
experience!
Collaboration – Your wedding is
created day by day, and so is your
relationship with everybody in it!
It takes a team of people to make it
a success with humility, love, and
organization. There is no better
mood and wedding experience than
one that is well-planned, personal,
seamless, stress-free, emotional,
and filled with fun and dancing!
Always keep your guests guessing
as to what’s next! Envision your
special day and it can be, paint the
picture for yourself, and then share
it with professionals who can bring
your dreams, ideas, personalities,
and make it a reality personally for
you as a couple!
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How can I help you? I would love
to have a conversation to learn more
about you and imagine all the possibilities for your upcoming wedding
experience! Call or text Brian at (920)
318-3694!
Brian Kelm, CWEP, CGWP, WED
Guild is a 25+ year wedding entertainment and planning professional that has
been all over the United States. Based
in Wisconsin. Serving Anywhere. For
the discerning, creative, non-conformist,
detail-oriented types. Q
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